
ELECTRICAL 
SUPPORT SERVICES 



CONNECTING YOU TO SPECIALIST 
ELECTRICAL SUPPORT SERVICES 

With strategically located operations across Australia, we offer 
specialist electrical support services from the best advice on 
planning and installation, to maintenance, repairs, upgrades and 
overhauls, project management, system design, testing, monitoring 
and automated process control. 

Our electrical engineering teams have the experience and expertise 
to understand and evaluate your electrical system. They ensure 
safe and compliant systems through a range of design, auditing, 
testing and analysis services. 

Onsite, our teams offer a comprehensive range of high voltage 
and site services to ensure optimum performance, safety and 
compliance. They provide a range of services from auditing and 
protection testing to labour support. 

Our onsite teams are backed by our strategically located 
workshops which can overhaul, repair and upgrade electrical and 
electronic equipment. 

Our service teams support HV, MV and LV equipment, including: 

•	 Switchgear

•	 Transformers 

•	 Substations 

•	 Cables 

•	 Motor starters 

•	 Electrical protection relays 

•	 Machine electrical systems 

•	 Power factor correction 

•	 Monitoring and control systems 

•	 Gas detectors 

Ampcontrol is committed to partnering with you to optimise the electrical equipment you have invested in 
to ensure its operational availability. 
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Field Service Support 
We provide onsite support and services to ensure your electrical systems are 

compliant and run at optimum levels. 

Our comprehensive range of onsite services include: 

•	 Repairs, maintenance, upgrades and servicing 

•	 Protection testing 

•	 Installation and commissioning 

•	 Auditing

•	 Equipment performance analysis 

•	 Transformer overhaul, oil filtering and testing

•	 Switchyards and switchroom maintenance 

•	 Labour support 

•	 Longwall moves 

High Voltage Services 
Ampcontrol provides a comprehensive range of high voltage electrical asset 

maintenance, engineering and diagnostic services. 

From high voltage compliance audits and safety management plans to repairs, 

maintenance, upgrades and testing we’ve got the experience and accreditation to 

ensure safe, compliant and on time completion of your high voltage infrastructure 

projects.

Overhauls and Repairs 
We are committed to extending the life of your electrical assets, optimising 

performance and ensuring compliance to evolving standards. Through extensive 

workshop and field resources we can overhaul, upgrade and repair electrical and 

electronic equipment manufactured by us or third parties. 

Our certified service technicians can overhaul and upgrade high voltage and 

complex electrical equipment including certified AS3800 flameproof overhauls. We 

also overhaul and rewind oil filled, dry type, gas filled and flameproof transformers 

in our specialist workshops. 

We provide fast turnaround in our workshops for all aspects of electronic repairs 

and maintenance including electrical protection relays, lights, communication 

systems and NATA calibration on gas detectors. 



Engineering Design, Auditing and Analysis 
In addition to developing our innovative products and systems our engineering 

experts can provide customers with a range of electrical engineering services that 

ensure your systems are designed and working to best practice specifications. Our 

services include: 

•	 Review of SIL rated systems

•	 Harmonic and energy analysis

•	 Earth grid design and verification testing

•	 Protection system analysis including AS/NZS 4871 audits 

•	 Power studies, load flow and fault level analysis

•	 Energy and quality of supply analysis 

•	 Fibre network inspection, testing, cleaning and terminations

•	 Enclosure compliance audits and analysis 

•	 Power quality analysis

•	 Auditing to standards 

•	 Step, touch and transfer voltage measurements 

•	 Electrical safety audits 

•	 Arc flash analysis and mitigation studies 

•	 System integration and automation engineering 

Testing and Monitoring Services 
Our electrical, mechanical and environmental testing services are geared towards 

asset management support.

Conducted with the latest in precision measurement, testing, analytical equipment 

and instruments by leading multi-disciplinary engineers and scientists, our testing 

services provide best practice and scientific evidence to support your decision 

making.

•	 High current and high voltage measurements 

•	 Transformer testing 

•	 Transformer oil testing 

•	 Environmental monitoring 

•	 Mechanical testing 

•	 Occupational hygiene 
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Transformer testing, overhaul and rewinds 

We can provide onsite and workshop based testing, workshop 

overhaul and rewind services to ensure compliance and extend 

the life of your transformer. 

Our workshops in New South Wales and Queensland have the 

capacity to overhaul transformers up to 75MVA, 132kV weighing 

up to 80 tonnes. 

We also have the facilities for transformer oil and condition 

testing and processing for all forms of transformer oil including 

mineral oils, silicon oil, MIDEL, FR3 and other specialist fluids. 

Our broad and novel scientific transformer tests include: 

•	 HV applied and induced tests 

•	 Dielectric dissipation factor 

•	 Winding resistance and polarisation index

•	 Partial discharge measurements including drain valve 
probe and antenna 

•	 Ultrasonic partial discharge location 

•	 Recovery voltage, frequency domain spectroscopy on 
windings and bushings 

•	 Frequency response analysis 

•	 Thermography 

•	 Tap-changer vibration monitoring 

•	 WTI and  OTI



Cable Services 
Our approach to cable services is holistic with the ability to support the efficient 

management of site cables from maintenance, trending and analysis, fault 

findings and repairs, spares and storage. 

From the sale of power cables to the development of market leading 

transportation solutions and predictive and preventative maintenance programs, 

Ampcontrol can devise a custom cable management approach to suit any site. 

We support your cable management with CableTrack a secure, online database 

which ensures cable assets are easy to manage and maintain. 

Our strategically positioned cable shops are equipped with experienced workshop 

technicians and agile field service crews, to ensure customer support is always 

on hand.

System Integration 
Ampcontrol’s automation and process engineers have the capabilities to 

design, construct and support customised system integration, supplying end 

to end solutions utilising fully integrated computer aided software engineering, 

manufacturing execution systems and industrial communications networks to 

maximise productivity and operational efficiency. 

Training 
Ampcontrol support you in understanding the products and solutions we provide 

through specialised training sessions tailored to your installation and products, 

their applications and diagnostic features. 
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High Voltage Compliance Audits  

Auditing your high voltage electrical infrastructure is your best 

means to monitor and manage the safety and performance of 

your installation.

Breaking down the requirements, asset owners must firstly 

understand and comply with the relevant legislation of their 

state or territory. In addition to this, asset owners must comply 

with the electricity distributor’s (ie utility provider) high voltage 

requirements along with any relevant Australian or other 

approved standards.

To confirm compliance, regular high voltage inspections are 

critical. Many safety issues can be identified and prevented 

by performing detailed inspections of high voltage electrical 

equipment and most importantly, documenting the corrective 

actions.

When identified early, high voltage hazards can be removed 

or managed which can have positive impacts to the overall 

performance of the site, including reduced downtime, financial 

loss and risk to personnel.

When you engage Ampcontrol on a high voltage compliance 

audit, you also benefit from our large network of service and 

workshop facilities which can support the overhaul and or repair 

of electrical and electronic equipment.



Find your local Ampcontrol at 

ampcontrolgroup.com

1300 267 373 

customerservice@ampcontrolgroup.com


